DATE: July 31, 2002

MACHINE: Anchor Applicator Model E

SERIAL NUMBER(S): All except 680250 and 680261

SUBJECT: Boxing Cylinder Upgrade Kit – 98680025

The Boxing Cylinder on these machines is bolted to the RH Sliding Jaw with four ¼” capscrews. The cylinder itself extends out beyond the Sliding Jaw. In this location, if the cylinder hits an obstacle, either the cylinder bolts will break or the cylinder itself will be damaged.

To solve this problem, this Boxing Cylinder Upgrade Kit, p/n 98690025, has been designed to replace the current Boxing Cylinder on these machines. This Boxing Cylinder is pined to each Sliding Jaw and is located between the two Sliding Jaws. In this location, the cylinder is better protected and the mounting bolts are eliminated.

This kit contains a new Boxing Cylinder, p/n 28550024; RH Sliding Jaw, p/n 46690015; LH Sliding Jaw, p/n 46690016; all mounting hardware, hoses and instructions. The kit can be installed in the field in about 2 hours.

Please contact your NORDCO Representative or the NORDCO Parts Department for pricing and availability.